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2022 YMCA Alabama 
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Materials 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA,  

Prosecution, 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF 

SMALLVILLE COUNTY

STATE OF ALABAMA 
 ) 

 ) 

) 

) 

v.  ) CASE NO.  CR-2022-3401
) 

HUNTER SIMMONS  ) 

Defendant.  )



IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR 

CHAPEL COUNTY, ALABAMA 

THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

CASE NO.  CR-2022-3401

CASE MATERIALS 

___________________________________ 

WITNESSES 

The following witnesses may be called by the parties: 

For the Prosecution: 

Chris Taylor 
Bailey Powell 
Jean Thomas 

For the Defense: 

Henley Wells 
Blake Williams 
Miller Edwards, M.D. 

All Witnesses May Be Male or Female 

EXHIBITS 

Exhibit 1- Emergency Room Doctor' s report 
Exhibit 2- Autopsy Report 
Exhibit 3- High School Photo of victim 
Exhibit 4- Diagram of Park 
Exhibit 5- Photograph of the Park 
Exhibit 6- Photograph of the Park 
Exhibit 7- Photograph of the Park 

STIPULATIONS 

1. All exhibits included in the case are authentic and accurate in all respects. No objections
to the authenticity of the exhibits will be entertained.

2. The signatures of the witnesses are authentic.
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3. In arguing legal issues, the parties may rely upon the legal authorities provided below, the
bill of indictment, and the jury charges provided with this case.

4. The accident reports, E.R. report, and coroner’s report are admissible without further
foundation. No hearsay objections to these documents will be entertained. However, if any
hearsay is contained in those reports, hearsay objections shall be entertained as to those
portions of the reports which may contain hearsay.

LEGAL AUTHORITIES 

1. ALA. CODE § 13A-6-3(a)(1) (1975)– A person commits the crime of manslaughter if
he recklessly causes the death of another person.



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3413 

BILL OF INDICTMENT 

The Grand Jury of Smallville County, Alabama, charged before finding of this 

indictment, that Hunter L. Simmons did recklessly cause the death of another person, to-wit, 

Lauren Thomas, by striking Lauren Thomas in a reckless manner in violation of § 13A-6-3(a)

(1) of the Code of Alabama against the peace and dignity of the State of Alabama.

Done this the 14th day of January 2022. 

/s/ Edmund Knox Cole 
Grand Jury Foreperson 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401

DEPOSITION OF CHRIS TAYLOR 

The witness, CHRIS TAYLOR, being first duly sworn to state the truth, the whole truth, 

and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

My name is Chris Taylor. I am eighteen years old and am competent to give the following 

testimony. 

I am a senior at Chapel Academy. Chapel Academy has about 150 people in its senior 

class each year. It has been a tradition at Chapel Academy for the senior girls to play the junior 

girls in a game of powder puff football as sort of an initiation. This tradition has been 

around since the 1950s. Back in those days, it was actually played at the school for fund-raising 

and was sanctioned by the school. My mom went to Chapel Academy back in the 80s and said 

that there were problems at the game and the school discontinued them. 

The games were always a big deal. The students would start planning the game in their 

sophomore year. It was always hyped up and the girls would keep the date, place, and time a 

huge secret until the week before. They always played it off like it was some big covert deal, 

but all the teachers knew about it and would start hinting the day before. The year before Lauren 

died, things had gotten a little out of hand; some girls wound up with injuries–
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mainly scrapes, bruises, some gashes. We heard the administration was going to crack down my 

senior year because of what happened at a similar powder puff game over in Mississippi. All those 

pictures from that game were all over CNN and some of the real uptight parents and administration 

made a big deal about stopping the game here. 

On or about the evening of Thursday, September 23, 2021, a group of girls came up to us 

at school and passed us the invitation. Simmons was also with the group and invited us over to 

Simmons’s house before the game to get “prepared.” 

I saw Lauren at school later that day. She was kind of nervous because she had heard some 

of the seniors had it out for her. Lauren was the kind of girl that guys really like and girls really 

hate. Simmons and Lauren never really got along. I am not sure why. Several of us went over to 

Simmons’s house before the game since it was so close to Chapel Park where the game was going 

to be. Simmons was acting kind of belligerent when we got there. Lauren showed up with some of 

her friends and Simmons started taunting her. Simmons told Lauren she better watch her back on 

and off the field. About 6:30 pm we headed over to the park where most of the senior and junior 

class had showed up. 

The junior girls always show up ready to play powder puff football, but they know what to 

expect: ketchup, rotten eggs, mustard, maybe some whipped cream in their hair, and some light 

pushing and teasing. Nothing real serious in the grand scheme of things. However, before we left 

Simmons’s house, I did see some folks get a few bats out of their cars and get paintball guns out. 

Simmons asked Jared Smith to carry Simmons’s brother’s wooden bat. 

After a few plays, it turned into a melee. It got vicious. The senior girls started hitting the 

junior girls, knocking them down, throwing stuff, dumping mud, food, trash on them, bats flying 

and red paint everywhere. A bunch of the kids who had come to watch, including a bunch of the 
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guys joined in the chaos. Several of the junior girls huddled together in the middle of the field to 

try to protect each other. It was insane. I have never seen anything like it. I got real scared and 

confused. It was like a mob scene you would see in a movie. I ran and hid behind one of the 

structures on the playground about 100 yards away from the area they were playing the game, but 

I could still see the crazy scene. I drew the diagram of the park and it is attached as Exhibit #4 to 

show where I was standing. I could see very well from where I was. I saw Lauren at one point on 

the ground in the huddle with the girls in the middle trying to shield her head. She had what I 

thought was red paint all over her shirt. I saw Simmons run up at hit Lauren with the bat two or 

three  times. I am sure it was Simmons. I closed my eyes and then started scrambling for my cell 

to call 9-1-1. When I looked back up, I saw Lauren lying on the ground unconscious. I saw 

Simmons running to her house. I freaked and ran to my car and went straight home. 

I regret that I was there and that I could not do anything to stop what happened. I think 

Simmons had it out for Lauren from the start. Those people need to be punished for what they did. 

WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING 

DEPOSITION AND THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT 

TRANSCRIPTION 

OF THE ANSWERS GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED. 

/s/ Chris Taylor 
CHRIS TAYLOR 

1/11/22
Date 
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CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE)

I, Charlotte Florida, CCR and Notary Public in and for said County and State, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place 
hereinabove set forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced 
to computer transcription; and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my 
stenographic notes so taken 

I further certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this 
cause. 

/s/ Charlotte Florida 
33 West 5th Street 86 Harristown, AL 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

DEPOSITION OF DR. BAILEY POWELL 

The witness, BAILEY POWELL, M.D., being first duly sworn to state the truth, the whole 

truth, and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

My name is Dr. Bailey Powell. I am 67 years old and am competent to give the following 

testimony. 

I am a medical examiner for the Smallville County, Alabama coroner’s office and I 

have knowledge of certain facts relative to this matter. 

I received my undergraduate degree from Baylor University in Biology. I obtained a 

medical degree from Baylor Medical. I did my residency at Mercy Hospital in Norman, Ohio. I 

am a Board-certified specialist in forensic autopsy examination. 

I have been employed as a medical examiner in the Smallville County Coroner’s office 

for approximately 37 years. 

On Thursday, September 23, 2021, at 8:12 p.m., I was summoned by police dispatch to 

the emergency room at Smallville County General Hospital. I arrived at the emergency 

room at approximately 8:25 p.m. Prior to arriving, I was informed by the dispatcher that 

an assault involving a large group of high school students had occurred, and that someone had 

been beaten with a baseball bat: 6 girls were taken by ambulance to Smallville County General 

Hospital and one of the girls died in transit. 
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I took possession of the body of one female at approximately 8:37p.m. I was able to 

ascertain the identity of the body with certainty because one of the other girls identified the body 

to us as Lauren Thomas and we found a driver’s license on the body. I transported the body to 

the Smallville County Coroner’s office and began trying to determine the cause of death. 

I got in touch with ER attending and asked that Mr/s Thomas be notified and brought to 

my office. Mr/s Thomas came down to the Coroner’s office and confirmed the identity the body 

as that of Lauren Thomas at approximately 9:00p.m. Mr/s. Thomas was quite shaken and actually 

passed out in the examination room. We had to revive her/him before proceeding with the 

paperwork. 

I reviewed the ER report before performing the examination. I first noticed that the ER 

doctor had noted on the chart that the deceased had a medical alert necklace for asthma. I also 

found an inhaler in the deceased’s pocket. 

My next order of business was to perform an autopsy of the body to conclusively determine 

the cause of death. It is protocol in these types of situations to determine the actual cause of death 

and to determine whether any other factors may have contributed to the death. 

The results of said autopsy are contained in the Coroner’s Report attached hereto as Exhibit 

#2. 

In summary, Thomas died of blunt-force trauma to the ribs and chest. Based upon the 

location of the injuries and the bruising which occurred, I opine that the cause of the trauma was 

blunt force to the rib cage from a cylindrical object. Three of Thomas’s left ribs were broken and 

one of the ribs punctured the left lung. Thomas also suffered an asthma attack which caused her 

brain and heart to be deprived of oxygen. 
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I am not certain whether the blunt force trauma to the ribs which caused the lung to become 

punctured or the asthma attack occurred first. The timing of the asthma attack could change my 

opinion with regards to the cause of death. It is possible for someone to die from an asthma attack 

brought on by extreme fear combined with stress on the heart. 

In verification of the truth of the facts stated herein, I subscribe my signature. 

WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING DEPOSITION 

AND THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ANSWERS 

GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED. 

/s/ Bailey Powell 
Bailey Powell, M.D. 

1/02/22 
Date 

CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE )

I, Martha Kathryn, CCR and Notary Public in and for said County and State, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place hereinabove set 
forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced to computer transcription; 
and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my stenographic notes so taken 

I further certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this 
cause. 

/s/ Martha Kathryn, CCR 
33 West 5th Street 75 Harristown, AL 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

DEPOSITION OF JEAN THOMAS 

The witness, JEAN THOMAS, being first duly sworn to state the truth, the whole truth, 

and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

My name is Jean Thomas. I am over the age of 19 and am competent to give the following 

testimony. 

I am the mother/father of Lauren Thomas and I have knowledge of certain facts relative to 

this matter. 

Lauren was born at 9:36 p.m. on August 23, 2005. Lauren was a beautiful baby. S/he was 

21 inches long and weighed 7 pounds. The whole time Lauren was growing up, s/he had the 

sweetest disposition and was always a well-behaved child. Exhibit “3” is Lauren’s picture which 

was taken right before the start of her junior year. 

Lauren has been attending Chapel Academy since she was in kindergarten. I have been 

the forensics teacher at the Chapel Academy since 2000. Teacher’s children get a reduced tuition 

rate and Chapel Academy is an excellent school; one of the top ten in the state, as a matter of 

fact. Most of the kids at Chapel are from well-to-do families. If we did not get the tuition 

reduction, we could never have afforded to send Lauren. I think some of the kids held that 

against her. Lauren was a good student. 

I cannot believe that Lauren was killed at the powder puff football game. That game had 

been a tradition at the school for decades. I never really approved of it, though, because some years 
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I thought the kids too it a little too seriously. It had really become an underground sort of thing the 

last few years. Most of us teachers knew that it would take place in either August or September, 

but we tried to stay out of it. I sort of dreaded the start of Lauren’s junior year because I knew she 

would want to participate. No one wants to be the goody-two-shoes that ruins it for everyone else. 

Peer pressure is especially hard at that age. She was always very popular and I think some of the 

kids did not like that since she was a teacher’s kid and on scholarship. 

The kids did a pretty good job of keeping the date and time of the game a secret this year. 

I heard some rumblings at school, but think they did not tell the kids until that morning where it 

would be. One of my students told me that afternoon that he heard that Simmons was going to be 

at the game. I never really felt comfortable about the way Simmons treated Lauren. Simmons was 

one of the popular kids that thought Lauren should remember her place and tried to tease her every 

chance s/he got. They had a lot of the same friends in common even though Simmons was a senior 

and Lauren was a junior. I told Lauren that I thought she should not participate in the game and I 

told her what the student had said about Simmons. She said everything would be fine. The older 

girls told them to expect some mustard, ketchup, you know that kind of stuff. I remember some of 

the students used to throw rotten eggs. It was never supposed to be anything physical. 

Lauren never mentioned that the game was that night and I had no idea it was that night 

either. 

That evening, Lauren told us she was going over to a friend’s house. She had a nice dinner 

with us around 6:00 p.m. and then she left. I called her on her cell phone around 6:45 p.m. to tell 

her that we were going to the museum and would be back around 9:00 pm. She said that was fine 

and she would be home by then. 
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When we spoke, she was at her friend’s house and they sounded fine. I asked her if 

everything was okay and she said she was fine. We got home a little early from the museum and 

Lauren was not home yet. The next time the phone rang was at 8:45 p.m. I assumed it would be 

Lauren checking in, but it was one of her friends screaming into the phone that things got way out 

of hand and that Lauren had been taken to the hospital. I immediately thought that Lauren had had 

an asthma attack. She has had asthma since she was a little girl and it acts up sometimes when 

Lauren gets real hyper or stressed. The friend said that they were at the powder puff football game 

and that the senior girls started hitting and slapping them. She said that the bystanders also got 

involved and some of the girls and boys had bats, paintball guns, buckets, and other stuff that they 

used to throw at the girls and hit them. 

I do not remember the drive to the hospital. We were driving frantically. When we got to 

the ER, a nurse whispered something to one of the doctors. I saw several of my students and other 

parents there as well. It was total chaos. The doctor came over and asked us to follow him to 

another room. I assumed they were taking us to Lauren’s room. Instead, the medical examiner 

escorted me to a cold, stainless-steel room with a gurney in the middle of the floor. He pulled back 

the sheet and I fell to the floor sobbing– it was my child. 

I will never forget that moment. My beautiful daughter lay lifeless on that metal table. I 

have no idea how I will be able to cope. Lauren’s mother/father has not handled it well at all. She 

was our only child. At Lauren’s funeral, one of Lauren’s friends who was at the game that night 

told us that he saw Lauren. He broke down crying and said that had he known that Simmons was 

drunk, he would have stopped them from going to the game. I am sure that Lauren had no idea 

what was going to happen and could not get out. I have heard a rumor that Chris told the police 

that s/he saw Simmons hit Lauren with a baseball bat. I got a copy of the police report; I think it 
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is interesting that there is no mention of the baseball bat in the report. I cannot work at the school 

anymore. I cannot face those kids after what happened and I cannot forgive the administration for 

not being more proactive to shut the games down. 

I will never forgive Hunter for taking my only child from me. 

WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING DEPOSITION 
AND THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ANSWERS 
GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED. 

/s/ Jean Thomas 
JEAN THOMAS 

1/10/22  
Date 

CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE )

I, Wesley Jackson, CCR and Notary Public in and for said County and State, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place hereinabove set 
forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced to computer transcription; 
and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my stenographic notes so taken I further 
certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this cause. 

/s/ Wesley Jackson, CCR 
33 West 5th Street Harristown, AL 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

DEPOSITION OF HENLEY WELLS 

The witness, HENLEY WELLS, being first duly sworn to state the truth, the whole truth, 

and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

I am twenty years old, and live at Hilltree Apartments, No. 106, in Harristown, Alabama. I 

recently graduated a semester early from Chapel Academy. I have decided to take the year off 

before I begin college. I work part-time as a lab technician for an environmental engineering 

firm. I have worked there since I was a junior in high school. I am interested in environmental 

sciences and I thought that would be a good job to learn about the industry. I first worked as a 

runner for them in high school, then became a lab tech when I graduated. 

On Thursday, September 23, 2021, I was a senior at Chapel Academy. I’ll get straight to 

the point. I was at the powder puff football game that night. There were probably 100 other kids 

there from Chapel Academy and the high school down the road from the park. I did not recognize 

everyone that was there, but I do remember seeing Lauren Thomas and Hunter Simmons. I had 

been at Hunter Simmons’s house earlier that afternoon along with 5-6 other kids–both boys and 

girls. Hunter is cool. We both run cross-country and have been good friends since the 8th grade. 

Our parents have been friends since they all attended Chapel Academy when the dinosaurs still 

roamed the earth and when Principal Edwards was just the track coach. 

No one was drinking at Hunter’s house. Anyone who says different is just plain lying. I

was there the whole time. When it got time for the game to start, me, Hunter, and the rest of the 
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group left for the park. Hunter had a bat in his/her hands, but s/he was just swinging it around as a 

joke. Hunter cannot play baseball anymore than I can fly. Anyway, Hunter did not leave the house 

with the bat. S/he threw it down in the front yard for his/her little brother to put back in his room. 

The park is just right down from Hunter’s house. We got there and some of the senior girls 

started playing the game. The others just watched. Some of the girls in the game started pushing a 

little hard and the junior girls pushed back. Lauren was one of them. So, the senior girls on the 

sidelines started throwing stuff at them since they were being such bad sports. Look, it was all just 

in good fun. The crowd started getting a little out of hand and some of the girls got hit. I did not 

see any bats and I certainly did not see Hunter hit Lauren. At one point I did see Lauren laying on 

the ground, but I thought she was just faking. She was always such a drama queen. Once the crowd 

started throwing stuff and hitting the girls, we took off back to Hunter’s house. The bat was not in 

the front yard where Hunter had thrown it down. From the time we left Hunter’s house until the 

time we got back was probably about an hour. 

WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING DEPOSITION 
AND THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ANSWERS 
GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED, EXCEPT FOR THE CHANGES, IF 
ANY, NOTED ON THE ATTACHED ERRATA SHEET. 

/s/Henley Wells 
DEPONENT'S SIGNATURE 

1/15/22 
DATE 



CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE)

I, Sarah Pearl, CCR and Notary Public in and for the above county and state, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place hereinbefore set 
forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced by computer transcription; 
and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my stenographic notes so taken. I further 
certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this cause. 

/s/Sarah Pearl, CCR 
33 West 5th Street Harristown, AL 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

DEPOSITION OF BLAKE WILLIAMS 

The witness, BLAKE WILLIAMS, being first duly sworn to state the truth, the whole truth, 

and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

I am currently employed as a captain with the City of Harristown Police Department. I 

have been so employed for the last eleven years. Prior to that, I served in the United States Navy 

as an electrician. I received an honorable discharge in 1995. Following my discharge, I joined the 

Alabama National Guard on full time status. I currently serve with the National Guard. In 1998, I 

began taking classes at Smallville State University in Harristown, Alabama. I graduated from 

SSU in 2002 with a degree in Criminal Justice. 

Following graduation, I attended the Alabama Police Academy and graduated in 2003. I 

was employed by the Miltown Police Department until 2007, when I moved to Harristown. 

During my employment with the Harristown Police Department, I have served in several 

different capacities. I first worked as a traffic officer, handling routine traffic stops, and 

tickets. While serving as a traffic officer, I attended numerous continuing education courses in 

various facets of law enforcement taught by Troy State University, the FBI, and various other 

State and Federal organizations. Included among this training were courses on marksmanship, 

OC pepper spray, conducting a rolling stop, and accident investigation. 

In 2015, I was promoted to the position of captain, and have held that position since that time. 

As a captain, I have many supervisory duties, and am rarely involved in the day-to-day job 



duties of a police officer. I am responsible for scheduling, making sure all necessary paperwork is 

completed, and dealing with the public at large. 

On September 23, 2021, I was driving my patrol car home from a friend's house. We had 

snacks and a few drinks. I stopped drinking at half-time, however, since I had to drive myself 

home. Although I wasn't on duty, we sometimes drive our patrol cars for convenience. I don't 

like to put any wear and tear on my personal car and I think it sometimes helps to have as many 

patrol cars in visible locations as possible. My friends and I had been watching an NFL game. 

It had been delayed because of rain. While watching the game, my husband/wife called and 

said she heard a noise and wanted me to come home. I didn't want to miss any of the game, so 

I headed home. I listened to the game on my radio. As I was traveling down Highway 101, I 

noticed a rather large crowd at Chapel Park. There was what I would describe as a riot going 

on at the park. 

I immediately radioed the call in and pulled over to determine the nature of the 

disturbance. I pulled onto the grass and started flashing my lights and sirens. Most of the crowd 

disbursed, but I could see several girls who appeared to be injured. I immediately called for an 

ambulance. One girl appeared to be in worse shape than the rest. I checked for a pulse, but it 

was very weak. I noticed a number of visible injuries and bruising. The girl lost consciousness 

while we waited for the ambulance and I began CPR. While all of this was going on, I was aware 

of a large group of youth that had gathered near the playground equipment and who were 

crying, screaming, and trying to call their parents. I yelled to them to stay put and for no one 

else to leave the premises. 

Approximately five minutes after I radioed the call in, emergency personnel arrived at the 

scene. Three ambulances arrived. I flagged them over to the girl I was doing CPR on and the 

other EMTs began assisting the other injured girls. In all, six girls, including the critically injured 

girl, were taken to the Smallville County General Hospital. I stayed at the scene and worked  
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with other Harristown Police Department members to complete necessary paperwork and clear 

the scene. I retrieved a baseball bat, several buckets, a paint ball gun, some sticks, and several 

bags of food materials from the playground. I also took the pictures attached as Exhibits 5, 6, 

and 7. I think the Taylor kid could probably see the field from his/her vantage point, but I do not 

think s/he could make out faces from that distance. 

We dusted the bat for fingerprints and lifted 5 different prints from it. One set of prints 

turned up in our criminal database–those of Hunter Simmons from a driving while intoxicated 

incident back in 2019. We also took samples of a substance that appeared to be blood. We did 

not do a DNA analysis of the substance because that would have been a waste–there was ketchup 

and red paint everywhere. I later took a statement from Simmons. I also took a statement from 

Henley Wells. Both Simmons and Wells acknowledged that Simmons had been playing with the 

bat earlier in the evening, but that they had left it at Simmons’ house. It is reasonable to assume 

that Simmons’ prints would be on the bat since it belongs to his/her little brother. There were a 

number of other prints that we could not identify so even if the bat had been used to strike 

Thomas I cannot say for sure who swung it. Besides, a bunch of the kids at the park said that 

Thomas had really bad asthma. Personally, I think she was worn out from the game, got 

overworked, and had an asthma attack. 
WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING DEPOSITION AND 
THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ANSWERS 
GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED, EXCEPT FOR THE CHANGES, IF 
ANY, NOTED ON THE ATTACHED ERRATA SHEET. 



/s/Blake Williams 
DEPONENT'S SIGNATURE 

1/02/22 
DATE 

CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE )

I, Cormac Sigur, CCR and Notary Public in and for the above county and state, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place hereinbefore set 
forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced by computer transcription; 
and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my stenographic notes so taken. I further 
certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this cause. 

/s/Cormac Sigur CCR 
33 West 57 Street Harristown, AL 
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THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

DEPOSITION OF MILLER EDWARDS, M. D. 

The witness, MILLER EDWARDS, M. D., being first duly sworn to state the truth, the 

whole truth, and nothing but the truth, testified as follows: 

I am currently employed as an emergency room doctor at the Smallville County 

General  Hospital. I am a graduate of the University of Smallville, Smallville State 

University's biggest rival. I graduated in 2005 with a degree in Biology. I attended 

medical school at Vanderbilt. Following my graduation from Vandy, I completed a 

residency in emergency medicine at Hope Hospital in Providence, Rhode Island. I am a 

Board-certified Emergency Physician. I have been employed at the Smallville County General 

Hospital since 2014. 

On September 23, 2021, I was working the 6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. shift. I was the only 

E.R. doctor on shift because my co-worker, Dr. Bill Walker, was sick that shift. He tends to get 

sick a lot of times on the Thursday evening shift. The hospital really should do something to 

prevent a situation where one E.R. doctor covers the entire shift alone. It had been a very busy 

night. We had three gunshot victims, two child births, three sets of automotive accident 

victims, one gentleman complaining of chest pain, a broken arm, and several young children 

with cold- like symptoms. I didn't even have time to catch my breath the whole night because we 

were so busy. 

Several hours after I had been on duty, six young women involved in a fight in the park 

were brought to the emergency room. After being triaged, Lauren Thomas appeared to have 

suffered the more serious injuries. As a result, I began to work on her immediately. We could not 
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detect a pulse, and began life-saving measures. We performed cardiopulmonary resuscitation 

without success. As a result, she was given a course of epinephrine, bretylium and lidocaine. 

Unfortunately, none of our efforts were successful and she was later pronounced dead. The 

ER Report is attached as Exhibit #1. 

I have read the coroner’s report and I think it is worth noting that the police officer who 

first arrived at the scene had started CPR. Someone who is not careful and who is larger than the 

person they are performing CPR on can accidentally fracture ribs. I cannot say for certain what 

caused the ribs to fracture. 

WHEREUPON, the deposition was adjourned. 

I HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE FOREGOING DEPOSITION 
AND THAT THE SAME IS A TRUE AND CORRECT TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ANSWERS 
GIVEN BY ME TO THE QUESTIONS PROPOUNDED, EXCEPT FOR THE CHANGES, IF 
ANY, NOTED ON THE ATTACHED ERRATA SHEET.  

/s/ Miller Edwards, M.D. 
DEPONENT'S SIGNATURE 

9/30/22 
DATE 

CERTIFICATE 

STATE OF ALABAMA ) 

COUNTY OF SMALLVILLE )

I, Allison Spencer, CCR and Notary Public in and for the above county and state, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing testimony was taken before me at the time and place hereinbefore set 
forth; that the witness was by me first duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth, that whereupon the foregoing testimony was later reduced by computer transcription; 
and I certify that this is a true and correct transcript of my stenographic notes so taken. I further 
certify that I am not of counsel to either party, nor interested in the event of this cause. 

/s/Allison Spencer CCR 
33 West 5th Street Harristown, AL 



THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Prosecution, 

v. 

HUNTER SIMMONS, 

Defendant. 

) 

CASE NO.  CC-2022-3401 

JURY CHARGES 

MANSLAUGHTER 
Ala. Code § 13A-6-3(a)(1) 

The defendant is charged with manslaughter. 

A person commits the crime of manslaughter if he recklessly causes the death of another 
person. 

To convict, the State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt each of the following elements 
of manslaughter: 

(1) That LAUREN THOMAS is dead; and

(2) That the defendant HUNTER SIMMONS recklessly caused the death of
LAUREN THOMAS by STRIKING AND BEATING her.

A person acts recklessly with respect to a result or to a circumstance when he is aware of 
and consciously disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that the result will occur or that the 
circumstance exists. The risk must be of such nature and degree that disregard thereof constitutes 
a gross deviation from the standard of conduct that a reasonable person would observe in the 
situation. 

[Use if Appropriate] A person who creates a risk but is unaware thereof solely by reason 
of voluntary intoxication, acts recklessly with respect thereto. "Voluntary intoxication" means 
intoxication caused by substances that the actor knowingly introduced into his body, the tendency 
of which to cause intoxication he knows or ought to know, unless he introduces them under 
circumstances that would afford a defense to a charge of crime. 

If you find from the evidence that the State has proved beyond a reasonable doubt each of 
the above elements of the offense of manslaughter, as charged, then you shall find the defendant 
guilty of manslaughter. 

If you find that the State has failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt any one or more of 
the elements of the offense of manslaughter, then you cannot find the defendant guilty of 
manslaughter. 



SCGH

SMALLVILLE COUNTY GENERAL

HOSPITAL 131 EAST FIFTEENTH 

STREET HARRISTOWN, ALABAMA 

36333 

DOB: 8/23/2005 

Arrived By: Ambulance Time: 20:37 

Name: Lauren Thomas 

SS#: 999-XX-3423 

INITIAL PATIENT DATA 

Date – 9/23/2021

 TEMP: 96.6  Pulse: 0 Resp: 0 B/P: 0/0 

Allergies: NKA 

Home Medications: Asthma Medical Alert Necklace 

TRIAGE ASSESSMENT: 

Severe asthma attack, severe bruises and contusions 

ASSESSMENT / HISTORY BY NURSE 

20:37 – Arrived per ambulance. Pt involved in fight on playground with large group. Some type 
of hazing. Five other girls brought in. Contusions to the right forearm, right hemipelvis and right 
patella. Right ankle edema. Bruising on face and neck. Apparent ligature marks around neck? 

MEDICATIONS / PROCEDURES: 

Applied CPR and epinephrine, bretylium, and lidocaine 

X-Rays: C-Spine, skull and rt, ankle, and chest

DIAGNOSIS: 

3 fractured ribs on the left side, multiple lacerations / contusions and edema, asthma attack. 

DISCHARGE 

TO CORONER – UNABLE TO REVIVE 

_________________________ 
Signature of Physician  

/s/ Kay Turner, R.N. 
Signature of Nurse



SMALLVILLE COUNTY CORONER’S

REPORT 341 MADISON DRIVE 

Harristown, Alabama 36332 

Name of Deceased: Lauren Thomas SS#: 999-XX-3423     DOB: 08/23/2005       

INTAKE DATA:Date: 9/23/21 

Arrival Details: Medical Examiner Transported from CCGH Time: 2045 

HT: 5ft, 6in. WT: 115 

BODY AND EXTREMITIES INTACT – YES 

INITIAL ASSESSMENT 

RELEASE 
10-05-21 Body Released to One Source Funeral Home per parent’s request.

Deceased was involved in powder puff football game that deteriorated into serious hazing/
fighting (per SCGH ER and police dispatch). Multiple gross lesions and lacertions. 

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES:
I performed standard autopsy for determination of cause of death. Gross visual examination of 
body indicated no. need marks, tears, lacerations, or lesions in skin. Significant edema 
observed over face, head, chest, and left extremities. Swelling of same noted. X-rayes taken 
and toxicology screen performed. Incisions for detailed examination made in base of c-spine; 
2nd incision transverses abdominal and chest cavity for internal examination. 

DRUGS PRESENT:
Positive for epinephrine, bretylium , and lidocane per SCGH ER. No other controlled 
substances indicated in toxicology screen performed by this dept.

X-Rays:    C-Spine, skull, chest.   Fracture in left 3 ribs

CONCLUSIONS:

Fractured ribs and edema consistent with blunt force trauma. Based upon observations of 
bruising patterns and lacerations , probably caused by blunt force trauma from cylindrical 
object, most likely wooden nature due to observation of splintering in laceration. The fractured 
rib punctured left lung causing rapid loss of oxygen to brain and heart. 



IDENTIFICATION PERFORMED 

Jean Thomas after visual inspection of body at 2100 on 9/24/2021 

CAUSE OF DEATH 

Blunt force trauma causing broken ribs and punctured lung as blow from wooden cylindrical object 
and puncturing lung.  

/s/ Bailey Powell, M.D. 

Signature of Medical Examiner 
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